Amazing Winter Activities on Senja

Provider Name: mefjordbrygge
Provider Email: firmapost@mefjordbrygge.no
Provider Website: http://www.mefjordbrygge.no/whalewatching/
Location: Norway (Senja Island)
Available from: Sep 1, 2017 to May 31, 2018 (Expired)
CONTACT PARTNER

Trip Details
At Mefjord Brygge we have prepared top selection of winter activities. Most of them can be experienced individually
(selfdepentent basis) or as part of guided trip. Choose the best options to make your own Perfect Trip!
Sample day 1. Experience the Northern Lights dancing on the sky above you. The light green colors begin to ripple into
the night, flowing, slowly growing and suddenly bursting across the sky. Pure Magic! [Experience can be self-guided or as
part of a guided tour, from NOK 995 per person]
Sample day 2. Time for skiing or snowboarding. There is no lifts around. You can climb the mountain of your choice. Most
likely, you will be the only one in the area having entire powder for yourself. Take a deep breath at the top and rush down
the fresh powder all the way down to the sea level! :-) [Summit to sea skiing experience can be self-guided or as part of a
guided tour, from NOK 3300 per group - on request]
Sample day 3. Whale watching has became one of the main reasons tourists visit Senja island in winter. Typically from
around end of December until February we have big populations of killer whales and humpback whales coming to
Mefjord. The whales follow herring that stays in the fjord over the winter. We always try to give the best possible
experience for our guests. Depending on current season and weather condition we will make most of our Whale/Seaeagle Fjord Safari [Guided Whale/Sea-eagle Fjord Safari trips from NOK 1095 per person]

Value-added Services
Meal
Transportation

Additional Information
Information: We offer different dining plans (breakfast, half-

Videos

board or full-board). We also arrange airport and boat
terminal pickups. Activities can be arranged for individuals
and groups.
Equipment: We provide all essential safety equipment, but
guests are reminded to bring their warm winter clothes and
winter equipment. It is also possible to rent any specialized
sports/winter equipment, just let us know in advance and
you will pick it up at your arrival in Tromsø.
Seasons
Northern Lights: September to March
Whale Safari: December to February
Skiing: February to May

Remark
The partner is responsible for all the information provided.
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